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Ozone killer

Chilly skies

Source: http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn20988-

arctic-ozone-hole-breaks-all-records.html

The question now vexing atmospheric scientists is why 

the hole grew so large, and whether it will open again. 

Livesey and his colleague Michelle Santee say the hole 

formed because the stratosphere remained cold for 

several months longer than usual. The cold air allowed 

water vapor and nitric acid to condense into polar 

stratospheric clouds, which catalyze the conversion of 

chlorine into chemically active forms that destroy ozone.

But we don't know why the stratosphere stayed cold for 

so long. "That will be studied for years to come," Santee 

says.

Climate change could be partly responsible. That may 

seem counter-intuitive, but global warming occurs only 

at the bottom of the atmosphere. "Climate change warms 

the surface but cools the stratosphere," Harris explains.

In 2007 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

concluded that "there has been global stratospheric 

cooling since 1979". "Whether that is because of climate 

change is speculation," Santee says.

More work must be done to find out if climate change is 

leading to stratospheric cooling – and encouraging the 

formation of ozone holes over the Arctic. Climate 

modelers are paying closer attention to the stratosphere 

than they did just a few years ago: it turns out to be crucial 

for many phenomena, including the subtle effects of the 

sun on regional climate.

Mr. Yuan Xikun, the prominent Chinese artist, curator, 

environmentalist and the founder of the very first private 

museum in China: Jin Tai Art Museum in Beijing visited 

Ghiyasudheen International School yesterday.

Principal of Ghiyasudheen International School Mr. 

Thoha Saleem welcomed the artist and his team. In his 

visit Mr. Yuan addressed the students about his work and 

also demonstrated sculptures prepared by him. About 

450 students from grades 4 to 6 took part in the event.

At the event famous singer of China Ms Yuanyuan Liu 

who is also visiting Maldives with Mr Yuan performed 

for the students, where she interacted with the students 

and sang a Chinese song along with them.

Art pieces drawn by the students were presented as 

tokens of gratitude to Mr. Yuan and his team.  This 

special visit to the school ended with a cultural 

performance by the students. Mr. Yuan and his team also 

viewed drawings by the students of Ghiyasudheen 

School which were displayed around the school hall.

The miniature sculptures “Urgency in the Polar region” 

and “Patron Saint of Forest-Tiger” were selected as the 

“Champion of the earth” award trophies by the United 

Nations Environment Programme in the year 2009 and 

2010.  Mr. Yuan was awarded the title 'Patron for the arts 

and Environment” by the Executive Director of UNEP 

under UN during the Shanghai World Expo 2010 in 

recognition of his contribution to his environmental 

work and social responsibly as an artist.

The final event to mark this year's Ozone Day; the 'Ozone 

Day Bicycle Race 2011' was held at Hulhumale' on 7th 

October.
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